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AN  EXISTENCE  THEOREM  FOR  SUM  AND
PRODUCT INTEGRALS

JON  C.   HELTON

Abstract. Functions are from SxS to N, where 5 and N

denote a linearly ordered set and a normed ring, respectively.

Theorem. If [a, b}e SxS, G has bounded variation on {a, b),

{Fn}j° converges uniformly to a bounded function F on {a, b} and

either

(1) Jp (1 + F„G)   and   jjl + FnG - FT (1 + F„G)\

exist for n = \, 2, ■ ■ ■ and each subdivision {a, x,y, b} of {a, b] and

{¡I \1+F„G-T~[ (l+FnG)\}f converges to zero or

(2) ÇaF„G   and    J"* \f„G - J>„g|

exist for n = \, 2, ■ ■ ■ and {J"£ \F„G — §FnG\}x converges to zero, then

(conclusion) aYf(\+FG), all6 0 + |FG|), \ha FG and §l\FG\

exist. Further, fj> \1+FG-Tl (1+FG)|, Pa\l+\FG\-Yl (1+1FG|)|,
$ba\FG-$ FG\ and fj I ||FG|-J|FG|[ exist and are zero.

All integrals and definitions are of the subdivision-refinement type,

and functions are from Sx S to N, where S denotes a linearly ordered set

and N denotes a ring which has a multiplicative indentity element rep-

resented by 1 and has a norm | • | with respect to which A^ is complete and

|1| = 1. The function G e OM° on {a, b} only ifJP (1+G) exists for each

subdivision {a, x, y, b} of {a, b} and J„ 11 +C7-n (1 +G)| =0,and G e OA°
on {a, b} only if J„ G exists and J„ \G—JG|=0. Ify={x8}o is a subdivision

of {a, b}, then GQ = G(xQ_x, xf). Similarly, if F„ is a function, then F„a =

Fn(xa-i, xq). Further, we use/(Z), Y\JU) (\+G) and 2ju) G to represent

{(xq-i,xa)}i, nr(l+Ga) and 2Ï Ga, respectively. In addition, G is

bounded on {a, b}, G e OP° on {a, b}, and G e OB° on {a, b} only if there

exists a subdivision D of {a, b} and a number B such that if /={xJo is a

refinement of D, then

(1) |G(«)|<5for«e/(/),

(2) in* (1+Ga)|</? for l<i£j<n, and

(3) Ijm\G\<B,
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respectively. Note that OB°<^OP°. The statement that the sequence of

functions {Fn}î converges uniformly to a function Fon {a, b} means if e>0

then there exists a subdivision D of [a, b] and a positive integer N such

that if y is a refinement of D and n>N, then \F(u)—Fn(u)\<e for u eJ(I).

Consult B. W. Helton [2] and J. S. MacNerney [4] for additional details.

Lemma 1. If {a, b} e SxSandFe OP° andG e OP°on {a, b), then there

exists a subdivision D of {a, b} and a number B such that if J={xq}r0 is a

refinement of D and l^i^j^r, then

n o+w - n (i + c<) *2if.

[2, Theorem 3.2, p. 300].

Lemma 2.   If {a,b} g Sx S, G e OB0 on {a, b}, {Fn}i   converges uni-

formly to a bounded function F on {a, b} and J^ (1 +FnG) exists for n =

1, 2, • • • , then

(1) lim„_>x „n6 (1 +F„G) exists, and

(2) „IT (l+FG) exists and is Hm^œ JJ» (l+FnG).

Proof. We first show that (1) is true. Let e>0. There exists a sub-

division Z>\of {a, b}, a number B and a positive integer A^such that if/is a

refinement of Di and n^.m>N, then

(1) Ijid\G\<B,
(2) \Yljm V+FnG)-njii) (l+FmG)\^B 2JU) \FnG-FmG\, and
(3) \Fn(u)-Fm(u)\<el2B2 for ueJ(I).

Let n^n?>Ar. There exists a subdivision D2 of {a, b} such that if /is a

refinement of D2, then

(1) UP V+F,G)-TIjm (l+F„G)|<e/4, and
(2) in^(/» (l+FmG)-an* (l+FmG)|<e/4.

Let D=Di^)D2, and suppose/is a refinement of ZX Thus,

„IT (1 + FnG) ~ aY\b (1  + FmG)

< n a +f «g) - n (i+FmG)+ e/2

<iB^\FnG-FmG\ + e/2 < B(e¡2B2)B + e/2 = e.
j(i)

We now show that aT~[b (1+FG) exists and is L, where

L=liman6(l+fnG).
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Let £>0. There exists a subdivision D of {a, b}, a number B and a positive

integer n such that if J is a refinement of D, then

(1) Ijw\G\<B,
(2) Him) (l+FG)-TIjm (l+FnG)\^B 2J(I) \FG-F„G\,
(3) injm(l+^G)-/.|<Ê/2,and
(4) \F(u)-Fn(u)\<e¡2B2 for ueJ(I).

Thus, if y is a refinement of D, then

j(i)
n (i + f g) - L < n a+FG) - n a + f„o + e/2

Jd) J(i)

^ B 2 |FG - F„G| + e/2 < B(e/2B2)B + e/2 = e.
JU)

Lemma3. If{a,b} e SxS,GeOB°on{a,b},{F„}x converges uniformly

to a bounded function F on {a, b} and jl F„G exists for n=\,2, • ■ -, then

(1) lim^^ J* F„G exists, and

(2) J* FG exists and is lim«.,^ J„ FnG.

Indication of Proof. Lemma 3 follows by an argument that is similar

to the one used for Lemma 2.

Lemma 4. // {a,b} e SxS and G e OB° on {a, b}, then the following

statements are equivalent:

(1) GeOA° on {a,b},and

(2) G e OM° on {a, b} [2, Theorem 3.4, p. 301].

Lemma 5. If {a, b} e SxS and G is a real valued function such that

pa G exists, then G e OA° on {a, b}.

Lemma 5 is due to A. Kolmogoroff [3, p. 669]. The reader is also

referred to results by W. D. L. Appling [1, Theorems 1, 2, p. 155] and B.W.

Helton [2, Theorem 4.1, p. 304].

Lemma 6. // {a, b} e Sx S, G e OB° on {a, b} and either G e OA° on

{a, b}orGe OM° on {a, b), then \G\ e OA° and OM° on {a, b}.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 4 that G e OA° on {a, b}. There exists

a number B such that if/is a subdivision of {a, b} then 2j</) ljG|<5. Let

V be the set such that v e V only if there exists a subdivision J of {a, b}

such that y=2j(j) |JG|. The set Fis bounded and thus has a least upper

bound L.

We now show that f*|G| exists and is L. Let e>0. There exists a sub-

division E of {a, b} such that if / is a refinement of E, then

(1) Ijin ljG|>L-£/2,and

(2) Ijm\G-)G\<el2.
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Suppose / is a subdivision of E. Thus,

2igi^2 iG +2 g-Íg
j(T) jm •! j(t) J

<L + e/2,

and

Therefore,

2igi>2 ¡g -2 g-\g
M7) .7(7)   -> JU) •>

>(L- e/2) - e/2.

L-e <2lG|<L + e.
.7(7)

Hence, Sa \G\ exists. Thus, it follows from Lemma 5 that |G| G OA° on

{a, b} and from Lemma 4 that |G| g OM° on {a, ¿?}.

Theorem. If {a,b}eSxS,G e OB° on {a, b}, {Fn}î converges uniformly

to a bounded function F on {a, b} and either

(1) JT (l+FnG) and tf |l+FBG-n (1+F„G)| ex^/or n=l, 2, • • •
and each subdivision {a, x,y, b} of {a, b} and {J** 11 +FnG~Y[ (1 +F„G)|}j°
converges to zero, or

(2) ShaFnGandSl\FnG-SFnG\existforn= 1,2,-• • and{fi\FnG-¡FnG\}f
converges to zero.

Then FG e OM° and OA° on {a, b} and \FG\ e OM° and OA° on {a, b}.

Proof. Suppose (1) is true. It follows from Lemma 2 that XTJV (1+FG)

exists for each subdivision {a, x,y, b} of {a, b}. We now show that

f   l+FG-Yl(l+FG) = 0.

Let e>0. There exists a subdivision D of {a, b}, a number B and a positive

integer n such that if/= {xa}TQ is a refinement of D and Jq is a subdivision of

{x„-i, xA for l^q^r, then

(1) !./</> IGKZ?,
(2) \Ylj,m (l+F„G)-n^(/, (l+FG)\^B 2jQœ \FnG-FG\,
(3) \F(u)-Fn(u)\<e¡4B and |F„(«)-F(M)|<e/4/?2 for « eJ(I), and

(4) 2;.x U+Fn5Gs-n^«7, (l+FnG)|<e/4.
Let J={xa}T0 be a refinement of D. For </= 1, 2, • • • , r, there exists a sub-

division /9 of {xQ_i, xA such that

ri(i + FG) - „^n- (i+FG)
^■»(7)

< e/4r.
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Thus,

2 1+ FG - H O + FG)

= 2 \F - Fn\ \G\ + 2 ! + FmGq - El (1 + FG)
JU) «=1 JQU)

+2 n (i + f g) - ^n*' (i + FG)
3=1   J"c(7)

< (e¡4B)B + J 1 + FMGa - O (1 + FG)
a=l ^j(Z)

^2 í+F„aGq-U(í+FnG)

r

+ 2

+ r(e¡4r)

j,d)

Y\(\+F„G)-Y\(\+FG)
J,il) Jçil)

+ e/2

^el4 + %\B2\Fn-F\\G\
o=l L   JqU)

= e/4 + B(e/4B2)B + e/2 = 6.

+ e/2

Therefore, FG e 0M° on {a, b}, and hence, FG e OA° on {a, £} by Lemma

4. Thus, it follows from Lemma 6 that |FG| e 0M° and 0/1° on {a, b}.

Suppose (2) is true. The desired result follows by using Lemma 3 and an

argument similar to the one employed in the preceding paragraph.

The question naturally arises as to whether or not there exist functions

and sequences satisfying the conditions in the hypothesis of the Theorem.

We now supply an example which was suggested by a result of Appling

[1, Theorem 2 (l->-2), pp. 155-156] on real Hubert spaces. We consider

the set of infinite diagonal matrices with bounded elements and |M| =

lub |iwö|. For each positive integer/?, let Ap be the infinite diagonal matrix

such that avv = 1 and aqq=0 if q^p. ]-£tA = \J™=xAv. Let/be a reversible

function from the rational numbers contained in (0, 1) to A. There exists a

function G of subintervals of [0, 1] such that if [u, v] is a subinterval of

[0, 1] then there exists a rational number r contained in [u, v] such that

G(u, v) = (v — u)f(r).

For each positive integer n, let F„(u, v) be the diagonal matrix B„ such that

b   =1/«. Thus, if [u, v] is a subinterval of [0, 1], then

ÍF„G = 0 and uY\vV+F„G) = \.
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1/n,

1| -JV.GI = 1/n.
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Hence,

£ kc - [f„g| -JV„<5|
nd

Hi + FnG - fi (1 + FnG)| = jjl + FnG
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